
8 Common
Short-Term Rental 

Design Mistakes



Keep your short-term rental free of  
these common issues & mistakes to 

ensure your guests have a comfortable 
and 5-star review-worthy stay.

8 Common
Short-Term Rental 
Design Mistakes



Odours & Overpowering Smells

No matter how beautiful and inviting a home looks, a bad odour is an 
instant turn-off. Find the source of the smell and eliminate it, rather 
than trying to cover it up with scents that may be overpowering and 
allergy-inducing.
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Anything Fussy

A prime example of a fussy element in a rental is slipcovered furniture. 
The minute someone sits down on it, it is a mess. Use leather or high 
performance fabrics instead. Also, keep table arrangements minimal- 
they may look lovely but they have to be rearranged for each new 
guest. Keep things simple and easy.
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Clutter

Adhere to the Two-Thirds Rule - only put in 2/3 
as much furniture and accessories as you think 
you should. Clutter feels chaotic and impedes 
on feelings of relaxation and tranquility that 
your guests deserve. Plus, fewer items makes 
packing easier for guests and simplifies 
cleaning.

Personal Effects

The goal is to make your 
rental feel like a "home 
away from home" for your 
guests. They want to 
imagine that it is their 
home - not yours. Family 
photos, trophies, 
memorabilia, religious 
décor, etc. are subtle 
messages that they are 
intruders in someone else’s 
space.
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Overdoing it on the Notes
 

Leave clear and concise notes in one binder or 
guidebook. Include any important information 

about how to operate things (to avoid midnight 
calls), but avoid lengthy notes that guests won't 

take the time to read.
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Over-Using IKEA

Shopping at IKEA is a great way to keep
furniture costs down (a bonus!), but save some
of your furniture and décor budget for unique
elements and statement pieces. These ‘found’
items are what will bring charm and dimension
to your design. 
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Cherished or Fragile Items

Add character and charm, of course, but avoid
using items that can easily be damaged and
broken, like precious antiques or expensive art.
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Avoiding the "Elephant" in the room

While you don’t want to highlight negative features, you also don’t
want guests to be caught off guard by them either. For example, make 
it clear in your listing photos that the staircase is steep. Add photos of 
the street, nearby parks, parking, etc., too.
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Great! Now you know 8 common mistakes
to avoid when designing a Short-Term 
Rental!

To design a truly outstanding experience for guests, work with Bliss 
Home Interiors. I am a professional Short-Term Rental Stylist™, now 
offering services to hosts. I will help you to increase your Airbnb's style, 
marketability, and comfort.

We'll add design touches that make your listing stand out among the 
crowd, and function for your guests' needs. Travelers don't want a 
cookie-cutter Airbnb; they're looking for an authentic PEI experience. 
Design choices are inspired by local influences to give your guests a
memorable experience.

Maximize your short-term rental's earning potential today!

BOOK A COMPLIMENTARY 
DISCOVERY PHONE CALL!


